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Polar bear facts show that polar bears are amazing hunting machines, and their method of
hunting – called still-hunting – is an important factor in that. Polar bears first use their
exceptional sense of smell to locate seals’ breathing holes, then wait in silence by the hole
until a seal appears. Polar bears are probably the only bears that have long fascinated
biologists not only for their super strength but for their ability to swim great distances. We
have managed to gather some of the most amazing 21 facts about polar bears. Polar bear facts
for kids is a collection of some of the most amazing and interesting facts about polar bears.
The polar bear (Ursus maritimus) is the largest terrestrial carnivore in the world. It is the most
carnivorous species of all bears.
Polar Bear Facts: Interesting facts about polar bears. Polar bears are the largest predators and
the largest species of bears on institutoabelincoln.com are apex predators and have no natural
enemies, except humans. Global warming, hunting, melting of ice are some of the factors
which are taking toll on polar bear population. let’s explore more facts about polar bears. The
native habitat of the polar bear lies largely within the Arctic Circle, encompassing the Arctic
Ocean, its surrounding seas, and surrounding land institutoabelincoln.com bears live in the
circumpolar north in areas where they can hunt their primary prey, ice seals. They are found in
Canada (home to roughly 60% of the world's polar bears), the U.S. (Alaska), Greenland,
Russia, and Norway (the Svalbard archipelago).The polar bear Range States have identified 19
populations of polar bears living in four different sea ice regions across the Arctic.
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